You don't expect me to carry your trunk on my back ? A taxi ? But, in the first place, I doubt whether one could get into your street here; and, anyway, what would the neighbours think ? A taxi stopping and setting a passenger down in a street like this ! "
" What about an ordinary cab, at night ? "
" There's the question of the driver, who would readily forget a fare from the Est station to somewhere on the boulevards ; but his coming to this cut-throat place, and you, and the trunk would stick in his mind for a year or more."
Quinette fell silent. He looked around him. He listened. Full of an entirely novel sense of watchfulness, whose sharpness nothing had yet blunted, and which the circumstances wherein he found himself made as responsive as it was intense, he tried to assess the value of the place as a refuge, the strength of the secrecy with which it surrounded a man, what degree of danger, what pressure of investigation, it would resist.
You could hear occasional sounds of traffic, fairly far away; passing footsteps, in the street itself, very much deadened; sometimes the sound of a voice, which always sounded too close to be comfortable, like a hue and cry coming nearer. The footsteps sounded much more reassuring than the voices. But there were also periods of silence. The house itself seemed mute. The very slight, irregular noises which you could hear from time to time — rustlings, creakings, tappings - might come from an upper floor, but they might equally come from the neighbouring houses. All this region of old walls was so densely populated that noises of this kind might wander about it at random and cease to belong to any one place more than to another, just like the odour of poverty and mildew which the walls sweated everywhere.
Quinette went on:
" I can see, of course, what you liked about this place. * Who would ever think of looking for me here ? * That's what you said to yourself. Unfortunately, the same idea

